FILLING THE VERSATILITY GAP

DYNATROL I-XL HYBRID + FIELD TINTABLE HYBRID (FTH)
THE COMBINED PROPERTIES OF SILICONE AND URETHANE BASED SEALANTS IN TWO NON-STAINING PRODUCTS
**ADVANTAGES OF PECORA’S HYBRID TECHNOLOGY**

- Dynatrol® I-XL Hybrid is part of Pecora’s family of non-staining products.
- Non-Yellowing
- May be painted with a moisture permeable coating once tack free
- Exceptional adhesion
- Low VOC
- No shrinkage
- Minimal dirt pick-up
- Low odor
- Non-gassing
- Long life
- Fast Cure
- Adhesion to green concrete

**ADVANTAGES AND USES**

All the advantages and uses of Dynatrol® I-XL Hybrid but with the added flexibility to produce virtually any color in the field through use of Pecora’s Universal Color Pack System and state of the art color matching services.

- On-site Tint - Minimizing waste
- Fast Mix - Because time is money
- Non-Staining - Use with confidence

**COLORS**

Dynatrol® I-XL (FTH) is available in 51 standard colors when used in conjunction with Pecora’s Universal Color Packs. An unlimited range of custom colors is available through Pecora’s color matching program.

**MORE FLEXIBILITY MEANS LESS WASTE**

Mixing onsite means eliminating the headaches of ordering too much or too little material for a job. Mix a Pecora Universal Color Pack into each base unit to obtain just the right amount of product you need for the job. No overruns, no leftovers, no worries – keeping everyone’s inventory costs to a minimum.

**EXPAND YOUR COLOR PALETTE**

Utilize unique colors without worrying about minimum batches or waiting for factory-processing lead-times giving you the flexibility to explore infinite color options without unnecessary costs or delays.

**UNIVERSAL COLOR PACK SYSTEM**

The same color packs used with Pecora’s urethane and silicone products also work with our field tintable hybrid – helping you minimize your inventory costs while you maximize your options. Fine tune your project pricing strategies. At bid time eliminate the risk factor of leftover inventory. No waste means that you’ll be that much smarter with your product costs for a job quote upfront.
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